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ier to determine how signal energy is partitioned by the
transform while the latter simplifies the process of relating
temporal events occurring at different scales. Relating
such events would be far more difficult using, for example, a Daubechies orthogonal wavelet [6] because these
have highly nonlinear phase characteristics. For the results presented in this paper, we have used a long 64-tap
QMF bank (641) in [7]) in order to get good frequency
discrimination at the different scales. While this filter
may be longer than necessary, our preliminary results do
indicate that good frequency discrimination is important
in achieving reliable classification at lower signal to noise
ratios.
Initially, all input waveforms are gain normalized
since the method proposed here only tries to match
shapes. If the gain of the signal also contains information
useful to the classification process, it can be examined
separately and used to eliminate classes before starting our
procedure. To accomplish the actual feature extraction, the
input signal is fed through an undecimated wavelet transform and the coarsest scale (lowest frequency band) is
monitored. When the signal amplitude in this band
reaches half of full scale, the algorithm concludes that it
has found the leading edge of the pulse. Since the area in
front of the leading edge also contains useful feature information, collection of the decimated wavelet coefficients
begins a fixed number of samples in front of the identified
leading edge. Samples are then collected long enough to
guarantee complete coverage of the longest possible pulse.
These sets of decimated wavelet coefficients thus form the
feature vectors used by the scale sequential nearest neighbor classifier. A diagram of the entire process is shown in
Fig. 1.
It is worthwhile here to highlight some important
points. First, the process of finding the pulse edge is
fairly robust with respect to noise because the decision is
made at the coarsest scale. Second, the fact that linear
phase filters are used allows us to precisely determine
where the extraction of the feature vectors at the other
scales should start (given the pulse edge determined at the
coarsest scale) because each filtering stage imparts a fixed
delay to its output samples. Finally, the use of approximately orthonormal filters allows for easier treatment of
noise effects, especially white, Gaussian noise.

Abstract
In this method of pattern classification, a wavelet
transform is used to extract featurespom the input signal
which are then compared in a scale sequential manner
f r o m coarse to jine) to a trained nearest neighbor codebook. At each scale, possible classification categories
are eliminated until only one clms is Ie). We apply this
pattern classifier to the problem of pulse fingerprinting
and analyze its performance in noise using Monte Carlo
simulations. To make our classtfier shift invariant, we
process the input with an undecimated wavelet transform
until the pulse edge is sensed and then start decimating
the wavelet coeficients as appropriate to each scale.

1

Introduction

The classifier proposed in this paper is based on the
multiresolutional or wavelet decomposition of a signal
[1]-[2] and was partly inspired by work done by Devaney
and Hisconmez in [3]. Their paper proposed a scale sequential approach to the problem of classification based on
M-ary hypothesis testing and using log likelihood ratios
at different scales. Because of the statistical nature of their
method, the only results they presented were for highly artificial targets consisting of uniformly distributed random
sequences. Our method, on the other hand, also uses a
scale sequential matching approach but is based on nearest
neighbor classifiers [4] which can be designed directly
from training data a priori or can be created on-the-fly using clustering techniques. In addition, our hierarchical
thresholding and searching methodology is considerably
different than that proposed in [3]. Finally, the method
proposed in our paper can also be used as a vector quantizer for signal compression and decompression [ 5 ] since
an approximation of the original signal can be reconstructed by taking the inverse wavelet transform of the appropriate codebook vector.

2

Feature Extraction

Feature vectors are extracted from the input signal using a wavelet decomposition constructed from 2-band
QMF banks. Such filter banks are both approximately orthogonal and linear phase; the first property makes it eas-
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Scale Sequential Nearest Neighbor
Classification

Equations (3) and (4) warrant some explanation. The
in Eq. (3) is simply the Euclidean distance
quantity

To design the classifier codebook, we first extract features from labeled training set data using the wavelet extraction technique described in the previous section. The
codebook vectors for each class and at every scale are selected as the centroids of the appropriate subsets of these
labeled features. In a conventional nearest neighbor classifier, the classification decision is based exclusively on the
distance between the input feature vector and the codebook
vectors: the class whose codebook vector is closest
(usually in terms of Euclidean distance) to the input vector
is selected. This is not necessarily the case with the proposed scale sequential classification method.
With scale sequential classification, the decision on
how to classify an input vector is made in stages with a
certain number of possibilities being eliminated at each
stage (see Fig. 2). The process starts with the coarsest
(lowest frequency) scale where the signal to noise ratio
(SNR) is the highest and works toward the finest resolution (highest frequency) scale where the SNR is the lowest. At the coarsest scale, the codebook vector which best
matches the input vector is found. The classes corresponding to that vector and to all other codebook vectors
whose Euclidean distances are within To of that vector are
retained for consideration; all other classes are eliminated
from future consideration. This process continues with
each increasingly fine scale where the best match at that
scale is chosen of the remaining contenders, and it terminates when only one choice is left.
The scale sequential nearest neighbor algorithm can be
quantified as follows. Let ci identify the i-th class, corre-

between the input vector at scale j and the closest codebook vector still in consideration at that scale, as indicated
by the inequality. This minimal Euclidean distance is
then used in Eq. (4) along with a threshold Tj to eliminate
any class possibilities which are far from the “best”
choice. The process is repeated until the final class set has
only one element.
The threshold Tj used in Eq. (4)is based on the variance of the codebook at scale j with adjustments for the
change in the SNR from scale to scale. The SNR decreases as the scale increases because the signal power decreases exponentially while noise power stays constant.
For the example illustrated in the next section, we have
found that the signal power decreases by a factor proportional to 22j as the scale number j increases.
Consequently, to have regions of equivalent uncertainty
around the best match in all of the scales, we must increase the threshold by this exponential factor. This is not
to say that the actual threshold will go up, however, since
it is also a function of the variance which is constantly decreasing. Finally, we contract the threshold by a powers
of 2 with increasing scale number so that the uncertainty
interval, already normalize by the variance and the SNR
decrease, will be halved at each step. This forces the algorithm to converge toward a single class-- it is still remotely possible that multiple classes will be selected,
however. Putting these terms together, our threshold at
scale j can be written as

sponding to the codebook vector vi at scale j and define
the sets Cj as

where Varj is the variance of the codebook at scale j, a is a
constant, and the threshold contraction has been combined
with the exponential increase caused by the decreasing signal strength.
At this point, it is worth mentioning some of the advantages of the scale sequential nearest neighbor algorithm. First, it has a much lower search complexity than
a conventional nearest neighbor classifier. Not only are a
larger number of possible classes eliminated at each step
in the process but also the complexity of the comparison
(a vector inner product) increases with increasing scale.
This means that at the coarse scales, which require the
most comparisons, the complexity of each comparison is
lowest while at the fine scales where few comparisons are
made, it is higher (although still well below that of the
standard nearest neighbor search). Another strength of this
algorithm is its ability to handle noise. It is superior to
more conventional techniques because it takes advantage
of differences in SNR at the different scales by using only
the finer scale information which is consistent with that
derived from the coarser scales. Thus, unless a codebook
vector matches reasonably well at the coarser scaIes, its
class can not be selected based on evaluation of the finer
scales, Increasing the threshold to account for signal at-
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incrementing j until the set defined by Eq. (4) contains
only one element. That final element identifies the selected classification for the input feature vector. The basic
procedure outlined above is illustrated in Fig. 2.
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tenuation at finer scales allows the window to widen
somewhat with decreasing scale to reduce the possibility
of inadvertent eliminating an acceptable class candidate.

4

Example: Pulse Fingerprinting

To illustrate this approach to pattern classification, we
apply it to the problem of fingerprinting individual postdetection radar pulses. The objective here is to sense the
onset of a pulse and to then analyze that pulse in an attempt to determine what type of radar generated it. For
this example, we have designed a scale sequential nearest
neighbor classifier from training data which has a total of
20 classes. Figure 3 shows the feature vectors for an input
pulse with ((a), (b)) and without ((cj, (d)) additive noise
versus the correct codebook vectors (the circles) for the
two coarsest scales. Using a rough optimization procedure, we have determined that a value of a = 0.1 provides
good results for most of the classes. For the Monte Carlo
simulations listed in Table 1, we performed 100 trials of
the experiment, using randomly generated additive white,
Gaussian noise and selecting input vectors from within the
training set randomly as well. Listed along the top of the
table are a variety of signal to noise ratios (in decibels)
and the different classes are listed vertically; the numbers
in the interior are the percentages of correct classification
with the accuracy computed to 90% [8]. How well this
classifier performed varied a great deal from class to class-some classes are very similar to each other. One class in
particular, class 7, performed very poorly even with no
noise added to the input pulse (SNR = ->. Examining
the pulses in this class’s training set, we have noted that
they are very dissimilar, explaining the classifier’s poor
performance. In fact, if a clustering algorithm had been
used to partition the training sets, these vectors would certainly not have been grouped together. For this classifier,
however, the actual clustering was done based on a priori
knowledge of how the pulses were generated, leading to
large differences in classification performance amongst the
various classes.
For comparison, we have considered two other low
complexity pulse classification schemes, both of them using the nearest neighbor concept. The first is the direct
application of a nearest neighbor classifier, where the leading edge of the input pulse is located and that pulse is
compared to shift-normalized codebook vectors (which are
just pulses themselves). In the absence of noise this
method performs very well (95 % correct classification in
class I ) , but its performance degrades rapidly when noise
is added (at SNR < 30dB, 0% correct classification in
class 1). Comparing this result with Table 1, we see that
the scale sequential classifier degrades much more gracefully with increasing noise level, still correctly classifying
pulses in class 1 66% of the time even at an SNR of only

The correlation is then done through frequency domain
multiplication with the various codebook vectors followed
by an inverse Fourier Transform. This type of classifier,
as it tums out, fails almost every time. In retrospect, this
is not surprising since discrimination between pulses
classes relies largely on small time transients around pulse
edges which are entirely lost in the frequency domain

5

Conclusions and Future Directions

We have presented here a new algorithm for doing
pattern classification which implements nearest neighbor
classification in a multiresolutional hierarchy to achieve
excellent performance at reduced computational complexity. To demonstrate its utility, we have applied this algorithm to the problem of single pulse identification and
shown that it achieves far superior results to other low
complexity classifiers.
Much work remains to be done in this area, however.
The complexity of filter banks used to implement the
wavelet transform can probably be reduced by using either
shorter QMF banks or linear phase biorthogonal banks [SI.
In addition, the use of pre-detection andor wider bandwidth radar pulses could greatly improve classification
performance. Finally, it would be worthwhile to build an
adaptive clustering algorithm into the classifier to allow
the system to better handle new signals generated by
source outside the training set (or to do away with training
entirely). In short, we believe that the classification algorithm presented here is simple and effective, providing
many potential avenues for growth and future use.
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Table 1: Monte Carlo Results.
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Figure 1: Wavelet-based feature extraction algorithm.
The block labeled ‘Find Class’ represents the scale sequential classification algorithm.
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Figure 3: Feature vectors for scales one and two with the circles indicating the correct codebook vectors. (c) and (d) contain additive white noise (SNR = 20 dB).
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Figure 2: The scale sequential nearest neighbor classification algorithm. Codebook and input feature
vectors are labeled v with the superscript denoting scale and the subscript specifying the source (e.g.,
codebook class or input vector).
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